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Abstract--The derivatives of a function at equidistant odes can be calculated numerically using formulae 
based on the classical Lagrange and Hermite interpolation. Such formulae are derived here using the 
REDUCE language for algebraic manipulation. They are available for 11 nodes as FORTRAN 
subroutines which can be used on a personal computer. As an example, the derivatives of a sinusoidal 
function are calculated. The results how an excellent precision, consistently better than the upper bounds 
of the remainder terms. 
!. INTRODUCTION 
In various applications, one may be faced with the problem of calculating with a good precision 
the numerical derivatives of a function given at some nodes. If we want the first derivative at the 
centre of the interval, the classical central difference formula using three nodes is often sufficient. 
Now, if we want e.g. the second erivative on the side of the interval, there is no library subroutine 
currently available which would give this quantity with good precision. On the other hand, the 
problem of the numerical calculation of the derivatives of a function is an old problem for which 
theoretical results exist in handbooks [1, 2]. 
In this article, we derive formulae based on the classical Lagrange and Hermite interpolation. 
Lagrange interpolation is used when the function is given at equidistant nodes and we want the 
values of the derivatives at these nodes. It is intuitive that the larger the number of nodes at which 
the function is known, the better the precision on the derivatives. Hermite interpolation is used 
when the data contains, moreover, values of some derivatives at some nodes: exploiting this 
supplementary information then allows us to calculate the other derivatives with a better precision. 
Practically, the expressions for the derivatives from the Lagrange and I-7,~rmite interpolation 
formulae [1, 2] become very cumbersome when the number of nodes increases. For this reason, we 
exploited these general expressions using the REDUCE language for algebraic manipulation [3]. 
In Section 2, the general expressions based on the Lagrange interpolation are presented, viz. the 
expressions for the approximate values of the derivatives and for the remainder terms. 
In Section 3, practical formulae for an interval with 11 equidistant nodes are derived using 
computer algebra. An example of application (the derivatives of a sinusoidal curve) is given to show 
the precision of the results obtained from these formulae. 
In Section 4, we present he general expressions for the approximate values of the derivatives 
based on the Hermite interpolation. The general expressions for the remainder terms are derived, 
following the same approach as for Lagrange interpolation. If the numbers of given derivatives 
are symmetrically distributed about the centre of the interval, the formulae simplify, allowing a 
reduction in the calculation time. 
Practical formulae from Hermite interpolation are presented in Section 5. In the non-symmetrical 
case, we consider the case where the first derivative is known at the first node; in the symmetrical 
case, we choose the case where the first derivative is given at each end node. Again, practical 
formulae for an interval with 11 equidistant nodes are derived using computer algebra. We use the 
same example of application (the derivatives of a sinusoidal curve) to show the precision of the 
results and compare with Lagrange interpolation. 
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2. GENERAL EXPRESSIONS US ING LAGRANGE INTERPOLAT ION 
Consider a function y =f (x )  the values of which are given at some equidistant points or nodes 
xi = xo + ih, i = O . . . . .  n. (1) 
Let the values of the function at these nodes be represented by 
Yi =f (x i ) ,  i = 0 . . . . .  n. (2) 
The problem is to calculate approximate values of the derivatives of the function at nodes (1). For 
that purpose, Lagrange interpolation is used. The expression for the Lagrange interpolation 
polynomial is [1, 2]: 
~ " i n! o9(0) 
L(x )= , ~(-1)"+2-0 i / (n - - i ) / - f f~ i  y' '  (3) 
where 
and 
0 - x -- x0 (4) 
h 
o~(0)  = 0(0  - l ) . . .  (0  - n) .  
The Lagrange interpolation formula for the function y =f (x )  is then 
(5) 
y = L (x) + ~, (6) 
where ~ is the remainder term: 
= hn+ Io~(0)~( f(n+n 1)(~) (7) 
+ 1)7 
Here, f(" + I)(~) stands for the derivative of order n + 1 of the function f, calculated at some 4, value 
of x lying between x0 and x, .  From equations (3)-(7), the derivatives are calculated at the nodes 
in the form: 
Fd' l 
v i j  .," i - -  - " j  " 
L~b ,=0 
The subscript j on the left-hand side shows that the derivative is evaluated at the node labelj. The 
term written as a sum in the right-hand side is the approximate value for the derivative and R~ k") 
is the remainder term. 
A ~km) and E~ k'") The coefficients rekm) and R~ k") in equation (8) are related to Kopal's coefficients_ u "O 
[3, Chap. 3 and Appendix 3] by: 
k! 
C!k") = /t ~.k"~ (9) u n!h k " , :  
and 
k! E(k.,) (10) R#")  = #~ j . 
The expressions for -~ija (k.,) and E~ k") are: 
A (k ,n )  |).+i 
and 
i!(n -Z i)!k! ~ \0  - i /do =j 
k 1 Vdtco (0) l  h. +, +k_ ~.(. +, +k_o(~t). 
Z"~"' = ,.Zo ( .  + 1 + k - t ) : . /~ Jo=j  
(it) 
(12) 
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where the ~js are some values of x lying between x0 and x,. In equation (12), we note that since 
[dlco(0)/d01]0= j vanishes for 1 = 0, it is sufficient o consider Elk= I. The coefficients expressed by 
equation (11) obey the following symmetry relationships: 
A (k.n) - -  ( - 1 ~k A ~.k.") (13) n- - i ,n - - j  w x - I  " ' t J  • 
These remarks may help to save calculation time. 
3. PRACTICAL  FORMULAE USING LAGRANGE INTERPOLAT ION 
AND APPL ICATIONS 
The coefficients in equations (9)-(12) can in theory be calculated up to any order using computer 
algebra. Taking into account he symmetry relationships (13), only the coefficients for i ~< n/2 need 
to be calculated. For simplicity, n is taken to be even. A computer program in the REDUCE 
language for algebraic manipulation [3] was written on these bases. As an example of results, the 
coefficients given by equations (l 1) and (12) tabulated in Ref. [3, Appendix 3] up to n = 10, k = 4, 
were recovered in this way. The program also calculates the coefficients expressed by equations (9) 
and (10) above and provides an output in FORTRAN notation for these coefficients. The 
calculation time in REDUCE for this case was 19.2 s on an AMDAHL 5860. 
The remainder term given by equations (10) and (12) has the following form: 
k 
R) k'n) = E " (k 'n )hn  +1 -lf(n + "jr " j l+k-t)(~l). (14) 
/=0  
For practical purposes, it is of interest o have an upper bound for this remainder term: 
k 
suplR)*"'l = E -jr " sup [f<"+l+k-t)(~,) I. (15) 
I=0  Xo <~ ~t <<- xn 
The output for n = l0 (11 nodes) and k = l, 2, 3, 4 (4 derivatives) was written as a double 
c(k,  lO) precision FORTRAN subroutine1" named DL, which provides the coefficients vii and the upper 
n(k  10) bounds of the remainder terms sup ~xj' . The upper bounds of the derivatives 
sup Ifo~(~,)l 
-rO <~ ~/~ Xn 
(for j = l 1-14) are data to the subroutine. 
As an application of this subroutine DL and a verification of the method, let us calculate the 
derivatives of the function: 
y = cos x (16) 
step is here h = 2/n  = 0.2. The function has bounded on the interval [x0=-1 ,x l~ = l]. The 
derivatives, the upper bounds being 
xo~t<~xn 
The FORTRAN program using the subroutine DL to calculate the numerical derivatives was run 
easily on a personal computer. The results are presented in Appendix A. 
It is seen that the difference between the calculated approximate value of the derivative and the 
exact value is always within the error upper bound, as it should be. Moreover, it is often an order 
of magnitude smaller than this upper bound: this means that the actual remainder term is then 
much smaller than its estimated upper bound. 
It may be remarked that the approximation for a derivative of given order is much better at the 
centre of the interval (at the node labelled j = 5) than on the sides (at the nodes labelled j = 0 and 
j = 10). This is a classical observation which suggests that the central difference formula should 
be preferred, whenever this is possibl e. 
tAll subroutines quoted in this article are available from the author upon request. 
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The error increases with the order of the derivative, in accordance with the expression for the 
remainder term. This is also classical. 
Nevertheless, for the worst case, that is the 4th derivative on the side, it is seen that the 
approximate value is -0.0015, the exact value being 0 (the error upper bound is 0.01): this can 
be considered as a fairly good precision. 
4. GENERAL EXPRESSIONS USING HERMITE INTERPOLATION 
The precision can still be improved by using Hermite interpolation whenever some derivatives 
are already known at some nodes. 
Consider a function y =f (x ) .  The data at the equidistant odes (1) are the values of the function 
(2) plus the values of the first at - 1 derivatives at each node i. There is thus a total of ui data at 
each node i: ~ is called the order of multiplicity of the node. To sum up, let the data be represented 
by: 
y~)=f(*)(&) k=0,1  . . . . .  ~t i - l ;  i=0  . . . . .  n. (18) 
The problem is to calculate approximate values of the derivatives of the function at nodes (1). For 
that purpose, Hermite interpolation is used. The expression for the Hermite interpolation 
polynomial is [1, 2]: 
H(x )= ~ "~'  "'~Z-' h' [ d m (O- i )  ~'] f~(O) ylO ' (19) 
,=o ,=o LW.,Ld-g = b7o5 jo.,(o--o " -7 - ' - -  
where 0 is defined as in equation (4) and 
fl(0) = 0:0(0 - 1)', • • • (O - n)% (20) 
The Hermite interpolation formula for the function y =f (x )  is then 
y = H(x) -I- ~', (21) 
where ~ is now the remainder term: 
,.~ h N+ ll'~ f (N+ 1)(~)  
= (0)  (--~--.~ ~.  t . (22) 
For simplicity we use for the remainder term the same notation as for Lagrange interpolation. In 
equation (22), 
N = ~0 + ~l + " • • + ~t. - 1, (23) 
is the order of the Hermite polynomial. 
From equations (19)--(22), the derivatives are calculated at the nodes in the form: 
Fd, l wq . ' i  - - - - j  " LYe*J, ,-o R(*,") (24) 
The term written as a double sum in the right-hand side is the approximate value for the derivative 
and the expression for the coefficient appearing in this term is: 
r~(k,l,n) "'~7, -I ht-kF d" (0 - i ) , , ]  [- d* fl(0) ] (25) 
"•  = ~ L ~t~-~ flL(-o)JoILd-O~(O g ' - " "  " m-O • , - -  l !  _[O=j 
The term R) k'") in equation (24) is tile remainder term. For simplicity we use for this term the 
same notation as for Lagrange interpolation. To calculate it, we have to differentiate equation (22). 
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But first, equation (22) is rewritten using the finite difference formulation [2, equation (47), p. 156]: 
=h u+tf](0)f(x; x0 ; . . . ; x%; . . . ;  x, ; . . . ; .x%),  
=0 times =n times 
where the finite difference is defined by the following formulae: 
f (xo ; X, ) =f  (Xl ) -- f (xo). 
X 1 - -  X 0 
f (x 0 ; x, ; x2 ) =f  (x, ; x2) -- f (Xo ; x, ). 
X 2 - -  X o 
(26) 
f (x i ;  x~+ 1; • .. ; Xi+k) - - f (x i _  l; xi; . • • ; Xi+k-~) 
f (x , _  = ; x, ; . . .  ; X i + k ) -~- (27) 
Xi+k - -  X i -  I 
The derivative of order k of the quantity in equation (26) is 
k k k! 1 dtf~(O) d k- t ~.. d ~_h~+l  ~ • . . 
, - . .  ~ ; ~ x . ;  (28) dx ,=ot!(k-t)lP d-~ d-~-rL~Ytx;~ x°.' . . . .  x0, , .  . . . . .  ;x . , ) .  
~V" Y 
ot0times =ntimes 
Using the expressions for the derivatives of a finite difference [2, equation (47), p. 156, and equation 
(13), p. 201] and the fact that the finite difference is a symmetric function of its arguments, we 
calculate 
d r 
dx,f(x;  Xo; ";x°J ' 't .. " . . . "  x . ; . . . ; x%)  
Y 
=o times = n times 
=r! fk  x ; . . . ; x  j; Xo ; . . . ;Xo)~X. ; . . . ; x . j )  
Y Y Y 
(r + 1) times =0 times =n times 
f (N  + ' + ")( ~r ) 
= r! (N + 1 + r)!' (29) 
where ~r is some value of x in the interval [x0, x.]. Then using equations (28) and (29), the result 
for the remainder term in equation (24) follows: 
k! [d'a(°)l hN+l -y (N+l+k- l ) (~ l ) ,  (30)  
R~k") = ,=o (N + 1 + k -- t)!t! 
We note that since [fffl(O)/dOt]o=j  O, for l = O, it is sufficient o start the sum at l = 1. 
In the particular case where 
~o = al . . . . .  a. = 1, (31) 
then from equation (23), N = n and equation (30) reduces to the expressions (10) and (12) for the 
remainder term of the Lagrange interpolation. 
If the numbers of given derivatives are symmetrically distributed about to the centre of the 
interval, that is if 
0c,_i=~i, i=O, . . . ,n ,  (32) 
there are symmetry relationships between the coefficients defined by equation (25): 
D(kJ.n.) .= ~ 1)k +tl-)!k,l.n) 
n- - t J l - - J  ( - I  - - t J  " 
Let us prove this formula. For that purpose, let 
0 =n -0  
and let us calculate: 
D ~, , t , . )  _ (0 - 
. - i , . - j  - ~ !!m! m-0 t'l(0) Je-.-i 
I d k ['](0) 1 
do* (o -n  + i)=,_,-t-m 8=.-/  
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
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Using equations (32) and (34), and noting that 
D(O) = ( -  1)' ,(0), (36) 
we obtain: 
h'-* r d m :9 17 
Z L(-1)'-- m=O dO m (-ly'.(o) Jo=, 
x [(-,,* ~ (-1)"(°) 1 
"" dO* (-- 1) ~'-t-m(O -- i) ~, - , - "  =, e j' (37) 
which with equation (25) gives the required relationship (33). 
5. PRACTICAL FORMULAE USING HERMITE INTERPOLATION AND 
APPLICATIONS 
The coefficients in equations (25) and (30) can in theory be calculated up to any order using 
computer algebra. When the symmetry conditions (32) hold, the relationships (33) allow a 
reduction in the calculation time. Then, only the coefficients for i <<. n/2 need to be calculated. For 
simplicity, n is taken to be even. Two computer programs in the REDUCE language were written 
on these bases: one treats the non-symmetrical se, the other one is concerned with the symmetrical 
case .  
The programs calculate the coefficients expressed by equations (25) and (30) above and provides 
an output in FORTRAN notation for these coefficients. As an example, the following cases were 
treated: 
Non -symmetrical 
The data was: 
n=10;  %=2;  ~ i= l  fo r i= l , . . . ,10 .  (38) 
The first four derivatives were calculated at each node. The calculation time in REDUCE for 
this case was 49 s on an AMDAHL 5860. 
Symmetrical 
The data was: 
n = 10; ~t0 = ctt0 = 2; 0t~ = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  9. (39) 
The first four derivatives were calculated at each node. The calculation time in REDUCE for 
this case was 26.4 s. 
The remainder term given by equation (30) has the following form: 
k 
R~ k'n) = E •(k,n)lsN+l-lf(N+l "J~ ,, + , -  0 (~3.  (40)  
I=0 
For practical purposes, it is of interest o have an upper bound for this remainder term: 
k 
suplRJ*'n'l = ~ -yt'(*'n),,t'N+'-t sup I f "+ '+* -0(~, ) l  . (41) 
I=O Xo <~ ~l<~Xn 
The output was written as double precision FORTRAN subroutines named DH (for the 
non-symmetrical case), respectively DHSYM (for the symmetrical case), which provide the 
coefficients o (k,t,l°) --ij and the upper bounds of the remainder terms suplRJk't°) I. The upper bounds of 
the derivatives 
sup Ifo~(¢,)l 
XO~I~X n 
(for j = 11-14) are data to the subroutines. 
As an application of the subroutines DH and DHSYM and a verification of the method, the 
derivatives of the same function (16) as for subroutine DL were calculated. 
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The FORTRAN programs using the subroutines DH, respectively DHSYM, to calculate the 
numerical derivatives were run easily on a personal computer. The results are presented in 
Appendix B for the non-symmetrical case and in Appendix C for the symmetrical case. The same 
remarks apply as for the application of the subroutine DL. Moreover it can be seen that the 
approximate results from DH are better than the ones from DL and the ones from DHSYM are 
even better than the ones from DH. The precision increases with the orders of multiplicity of the 
nodes. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The derivatives of a function at equidistant nodes can be calculated from formulae based on the 
classical Lagrange and Hermite interpolation. Such formulae were derived using the REDUCE 
language for algebraic manipulation. 
As an example, the formulae for the case of 11 nodes were derived and written in the convenient 
form of FORTRAN subroutines which can be run on a personal computer. Subroutine DL is for 
the case where the data are the values of the function at the nodes. Subroutine DH is for the case 
where moreover the value of the first derivative of the function is known at the first node. 
Subroutine DHSYM is for the case where moreover the values of the first derivative of the function 
are known at the first node and last node. In all cases, the first four derivatives are evaluated at 
all nodes and the upper bounds of the remainder terms are provided. 
As an application of the subroutines, the case of a sinusoidal function was considered. The results 
for the derivatives how an excellent precision, consistently better than the upper bounds of the 
remainder terms. 
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APPENDIX  A 
Example Using Subroutine DL (Lagrange Interpolation) 
NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION 
USING LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION OF ORDER 10 FOR 11 NOOES. 
~t~Qtt~tQQtt t t t tOt tmttQ~QeW~Qtt t* t~tQt t t t~t tQt t t t t  
~t t~t tQt t~t  
*DATA:*  
STEP FOR X: 0.20000000000000001 
GXVEN ARRAY OF FUNCTION VALUES: 
I= 0 X= -1.00000000000000000 Y= 0.00000000000000162 
1= I X= -0.80000000000000004 Y= 0.30901699437494867 
I= 2 X= -0.5999999999~Y7~.,,,.$ Y= 0.58"r78525229247391 
I= 3 X= - 0 . 3 ~ ?  Y= 0.80901699437694778 
X= 4 X= -0 . I  . . . . .  Y= 0.95105651629515364 
X= 5 X- 0.00000000000000006 Y= 1.00000000000000000 
I -  6 X= 0.20000000000000007 Y- 0.95105651629515364 
I" 7 X,, 0.40000000000000008 Y- 0.80901699437494778 
I= 8 X= 0.60000000000000009 Y= 0.58T'r8525229247380 
i= 9 X= 0.80000000000000004 Y= 0.30901699437494851 
I=10 X= 1.00000000000000000 y,m 0.00000000000000144 
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*******************  
*RESULTS:*  
X DERIVATIVE OF Y AT POINT LABEL J 
J K EXACT APPROXIMATE ERROR UPPER BOUND 
0 1 1.5707963267948950 1.570796Z,~058839 0.0000013372909908 
O 2 - O. 0000000000000040 -0.0000052354016929 0.0000395189305461 
O 3 -3.8757845850374655 - 3.B756819355709129 0.0007205036061294 
0 4 0.0000000000000098 -0.0015067282261575 0.0096738716483300 
1 1 1.4939160823707'758 1.49391/J-'~,88961963 0.0000001337290991 
1 2 - O. 762/~87'19235982 - 0. ?02~85923T/5385 0.000002/~M72~4,7 
1 3 -3.6860901853561878 - 3.6860919040667817 0.0000090506553~d56 
1 4 1.8813165335076920 1.8812703879061565 0.00050111991285&3 
2 1 1.2708009230788126 1.2708009253331469 0.0000000297175776 
2 2 -1.4503019782303019 -1.4503020131256614 0.00000036969768&8 
2 3 -3.1355755958317606 -3.13557567'92801954 0.000003029584.1882 
2 4 3.5784766968125905 3.5784873997112783 O. 0001234356861134 
3 1 0.9232909152452266 0,9232909146801046 O. OOIJ~X~111440916 
3 2 - 1.95616q4220597032 - 1 .q96169&149r~2395 O. 0000000675595453 
3 3 -2.2781290201475230 - 2.27812895474478&3 O. 00G0019533355272 
3 4 4.9253506283202499 4.92534?9/,85920231 0.0000347'0 _79(~__    
4 1 0.4854027596813655 0.485402759~30942 O. 000000006361~23 
4 2 - 2.3~56378947278357 - 2.3466378969363455 O. 0000000250166774 
4 3 -1.1976833033130290 -1.1976833281946266 0. Oq~X~133,~tr rv134 
4 4 5.7900969233922170 5.7900978510134848 O. 0000106722374315 
5 1 - O. 0000000000000001 O. O000000000(X)O001 O. 0000000053067103 
5 2 - 2.4674011002723346 - 2.6674010g1922B568 0.000000001T~2935 
5 3 0.0000000000000003 0. O0000W)Ot'U~O0~ 19 0.0000011655476266 
5 4 6.0880681896251279 6. __L'u~-~_ _ 75973130565 0.0000006102416405 
6 1 - 0.485402759(~13658 *O.~0275g~30q~ 0 . L ~ 2 3  
6 2 - 2.34(d~378~7278357 - 2.344~3789695~3428 0 . ~ 1 ~ 7 7 4  
6 3 1.1976833033130296 1.1976833281%5844 0 .00000133.1~134 
6 4 5.7900969233922170 5.7'900978510133516 O. 00(X)106722374315 
? 1 -0,9232909152452268 -0.9232909146801045 0.0000000111440916 
7 2 - 1.99616q4220597632 - 1.996169&149542422 0.0000000875595453 
7 3 2.2781290201475235 2.27812895474&7'27V 0.0000019533355272 
7 4 4.9253506283202499 4.9253/,7'9485919680 0. O00034707qlOOEd~d) 
8 1 -1.2788009230788129 -1.2788009253331489 0 .~175776 
8 2 - 1.45030t9782303017 - 1.450302013125~dL~0 0.000000,3~N#76848 
8 3 3.1355755958317615 3.1355756792802909 O. 0000030295841882 
8 4 3.578&766968125901 3.5784873997097208 0 .0001234~1134 
9 1 - 1.493916082370T/58 - 1.4939160688961970 O. 0000001337290991 
9 2 - O. 7624~88719235978 - O. 762~85923T'/5716 O. 0000024~08729647 
9 3 3.6860901853561878 3.6860919040667404 0,0000090506553466 
9 4 1.8813165335076909 1.8812703871~67576 0.0005011199128543 
10 1 - 1.5707963267948950 - 1.57'079~&944058~0 O. 0000012372909908 
10 2 - O, 0000000000000036 - O. 0000052354017786 0.0000395189305461 
10 3 3.87578/,5850374655 3.8756819355756913 0. 00072050- -u~- - 1294 
10 4 0.0000000000000088 - O. 001506T282173229 O. 0096738716482306 
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APPENDIX  B 
Example Using Subroutine DH (Hermite Interpolation, Non-symmetrical C se) 
NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION 
USING HERMITE INTERPOLATION OF ORDER 11 
FOR 11 NODES MITH 1 FIXED DERIVATiVE AT THE FIRST NCOE. 
~***** t /e / r /e /~/ r / r  
*DATA:*  
STEP FOR X= 0.20000000000000001 
GIVEN ARRAY OF FUNCTION VALUES: 
I= 0 X= "1.00000000000000000 Y= 0.00000000000000162 
I= 1 X= -0.80000000000000004 Y= 0.30901~437494867 
I= 2 X= -0.59999999999999998 Y= 0.58778525229247391 
I= 3 X= -0.3 . . . .  7 Y -  0.80901699437494778 
I= 4 X= - 0 . 1 ~  Y- 0.95105651629515364 
i -  5 X- 0.00000000000000006 Y- 1.00000000000000000 
I= 6 X- 0.20000000000000007 Y- 0.95105651629515364 
I -  7 X- 0.40000000000000008 Y= 0.80901699437494778 
I = 8 x= 0.60000000000000009 Y= 0.58778525229247380 
I -  9 X= 0.80000000000000004 Y= 0.30901699437494851 
1-10 X: 1.00000000000000000 Y= 0.00000000000000144 
GIVEN (DY/DX) AT FIRST END NODE = 1.5~79632679489S00 
*RESULTS:*  
X DERIVATIVE OF Y AT POINT LABEL J 
J IC EXACT APPROXIMATE ERROR UPPER BOUND 
0 1 1.5707%3267948950 1.5707963267948950 0 . ~  
0 2 -0.0000000000000040 -0.0000003261307627 0.0000003501019627 
0 3 -3.8757'8/,585037/,655 -3.875T/02969783496 0.0000155084719875 
0 4 0.0000000000000098 -0.0003414465350206 0.0003766257926330 
1 1 1.4939160823707758 1.49391608565729S3 0.0000000035010196 
1 2 -0.7624688719235982 - 0.7624688989327296 0 .~z , , ,~a~011 
1 3 -3.6860901853561878 - 3.686090891_ _~__'J435 0.0000007598253598 
1 4 1.8813165335076920 1.2813320075964780 0.0000175924773177 
2 1 1.2708009230788126 1.2708009216084597 0.0000000015560087 
2 2 -1./,503019782303019 -1.4503019677642699 0.0000000115459463 
2 3 -3.1355755958317606 -3.135575317730257'9 0.00000029733965/8 
2 4 3.5784766968125905 3.57847'21268232915 O. O00005013&91M(66 
3 1 0.9232909152452266 0.923L:N;)09160768623 0.00000000087525&9 
3 2 -1.9961694220597632 -1.9961694255629483 0.000000(XD9417680 
3 3 -2.2781290201475230 - 2.2781291952700244 0.00000018528328~ 
3 4 4.9253506283202499 4.9253521707369803 0 .0000017304. tyt2  
4 1 O. 4854027596813655 0.4854027590449462 0. OLd_ - _~- -_~-_ -~ 
4 2 -2.3466378947278357 - 2.34~L37894009e203 0.0000000009391586 
4 3 -1.1976833033130290 -1.1976831617474681 0.0000001/,~S758811 
4 4 5.7'900969233922170 5.7900966011362049 0.0000004207400037 
5 1 - O. 0000000000000001 0.0000000006651220 0 . ~  
5 2 -2.4674011002723346 - 2.4674010,~,~8568 0.0000000015571~ 
5 3 0.0000000000000003 - 0.000000144~0221068 0. _ _ N~'XVJ0_ t5-  - - I~0172 
5 4 6. _ _r~u~___ 1896251279 6. _ _ nJJLu-~_ _75975 130565 0.00~qT~6839737936 
6 1 -0.4854027596813658 -0.485402760~12407 0.000'~,'--'--'--'--' 4. - - n0~9- 13 
6 2 -2.34663?894?278357 -2.3466378996628876 0. - n~'- - '--'--'--'-~$766184 
6 3 1.1976833033130296 1.19768~946414316 0 . ~ 1 ~  
6 4 5.79009692339"~.171) 5.7'900991008914113 O. 0000023590622012 
7 1 -0.9232909152452268 - 0 . ~ 1 3 ~  0 . ~ 1 4  
7 2 - 1.9961694220597632 - 1.9961694043455347 0. 0000000189225132 
7 3 2.2781290201475235 2.2781287142199131 0.0000003252899077 
lO F. FEUILLEBOZS 
7 4 4. 92535062832024q9 4.9253437"~r~51065 0. - - nt~--7335161B 130 
8 1 -1.27080092307118129 - 1.270e009290578388 0 . ~ 9  
8 2 -1.4503019782303017 - 1.45030205848~?01 0.0000000850840035 
8 3 3.1355755958317615 3.1355760408299367 0, C-_--:-:-:-:.~ 9; • 35gO 92 
8 4 3.5784?66968125901 3 .5 / IB026~ 0, ':":~-:~__-?'~13S 11~'  
9 1 - 1.493916082370T/38 -1.4939160521350958 0.00000003150917~ 
9 2 -0.7624688719235978 - 0.762~d~15822257qP 0 .~189175725 
9 3 3.6860901853561878 3. _ ~J6,_ :,~'~ t646740M O. 0(X)003087~37"/57 
9 4 1.8813165335076909 1.8812081683766249 0.0001142216121728 
10 1 - 1. 5707963267948%0 - 1. 5707'9~,~01688~ 0. 0000003501019627 
10 2 -0. 0000000000000036 -0.0000101k46789166 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 ~  
10 3 3.8?57845850374655 3.8755935741227119 O. 0002038213683040 
10 4 0.0000000000000088 -0.0026720098q12708 0 • 00290152 .---Z~O0~-. 
APPENDIX  C 
Example Using Subroutine DHSYM (Hermite Interpolation, Symmetrical Case) 
* **  i f  I t  i t  * * t i f f  t i l t  * t i l t  * * t t * l t t l t t t t t t t t f l t t t t t t t t t t t  H 
NUNERI CAL D [ FFERENT]ATION 
USING HERH]TE INTERPOLATION OF ORDER 12 
FOR 11 MOI)ES WITH 1 FIXED DERIVATIVE AT EACH END NODE. 
t * ** /k . /e****** le / t . / t /e*** i t~/ t**~/ r***~/e* t / t ** t  Cr**~/Ir*/~W/le~t' l lr /t*/t  
*DATA:*  
STEP FOR X= 0.20000000000000001 
GXVEN ARRAY OF FUNCTION VALUES: 
I= 0 X: -1.00000000000000~0 Y= 
I= 1 X= -0.80000000000000004 Y= 
I = 2 X= - 0 . 5 ~ ~ - ; ~  Y" 
1 :3  X= -0 .3~~- . . "~.7  yt  
1= 4 X= " O , I ~ Y  = 
I = 5 X= O.O0000000000000006Y" 
I= 6 Xt 0.20000000000000007 Y- 
l= 7 X= 0.4000000000000t2C~8Y- 
I = 8 X= 0 .6000000000000~Y"  
1= 9 X= 0.8000G000000000004 Y= 
I=10 X= 1.00000000000000000 Y- 
GIVEN (DY/DX) AT FXRST END NODE 
G|VEN (DY/DX) AT LAST END NODE 
*RESULTS:*  
K DERIVATIVE OF Y AT POINT LABEL J 
0.000000000000001~ 
0.30901699437494867 
O. 58778525229247391 
0.80901699437494778 
0.9510~516295153~ 
0.~10r~51629515364 
0.80901699437494778 
O. 58778525229247380 
O. 30901699437494851 
0.00000000000000144 
- 1.57079632079489500 
• - 1 .5707~326~00 
J K EXACT APPROXIMATE ERROR UPPER BOUNO 
0 1 1.5707963267948950 1.5T079632679489S0 0.0000000(~ " ':~-~'-~0 
0 2 -0.0000000000000040 0.0000000090911210 O. 0000000846059811 
0 3 -3.8757845850374655 -3.8757850248024201 0. 0000038725107684 
O 4 0.0000000000000098 0.00001199882T1327 0. O000ge376?W'/656 
1 1 1 .&9391-~8--~3707758 1.4939160823050761 0.0000000~7614538 
1 2 - O. 762~J887192359~. - O. 762ed~88711438953 0 .~Y~91~2 
1 3 -3.6860901853561878 - 3.6860q017t~813~J6 0. C-Z,.:-:-:~ 154a 508588 
1 4 1.8813165335076920 1.881316113q039751 O. _O000~__.lT/9"d134W, O 
2 1 1.27080092.30788126 1.2708009230ge3359 0 . ~ 1 3  
2 2 - 1.4503019782303019 - 1 . 4503019784594429 0 . ~  
2 3 - 3.1355755958317606 -3.135S755VW~34t931 O. WOeOUS3~41~UdO 
2 4 3. 5784766968125905 3.578476789?821341 0.0000011071768080 
3 1 0.9232909152452266 0.9232909152388070 0. O00(XXx~G1480605 
Numerical derivatives using Lagrange and Hermite interpolation 11 
3 2 - 1.9961694220597632 - 1.99616%219912~54 
3 3 -2.2781290201475230 -2.27812~)191288877 
3 4 4.9253506283202&99 4. 9253505995500335 
6 1 0.4856027596813655 O./d~54~2759683M~ 
4 2 - 2. 3466378947278357 -2.3466378947547453 
4 3 - 1.19768330331302g0 - 1.197683303684~15 
4 4 
5 1 
5 2 
5 3 
5 4 
6 1 
6 2 
6 3 
6 4 
7 1 
7 2 
7 3 
7 4 
8 1 
8 2 
8 3 
8 4 
9 1 
9 2 
9 3 
9 4 
10 1 
10 2 
10 3 
10 4 
5.7900969233922170 5.7900969352506708 
-0.0000000000000001 -0 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-2.4674011002723346 -2.4674011002~1092 
O. 000000000000~ 
6,0880681896251279 
- O. 4854027596813658 
- 2.34663789~7278357 
1.1976833033130296 
5.7900Q69233922170 
-0.9232909152/,52268 
- 1.99616%220597632 
2. 2781290201475235 
4.925350~2832024~ 
0 . ~ 1 6  
6.0880681814013968 
- 0 . ~ D 2 7 ~  
- 2.34663789&?r-~7~6 
1.19768330368~146 
5.73~)96935250~781 
-0 .9~15~___78  
- 1.9961694219912509 
2.27812901912___m~46 
4.92535O5995503293 
-1 . 2708009230788129 -1.27080092.30963366 
-1.4503019782303017 -1.450301971~594384 
3.1355755958317615 3.1355755984.341553 
3.5784766q68125901 3.5784767897821030 
* 1.4939160823707758 - 1. 4039'L _~J~_JO50754 
-0.7624688719235978 - 0. 7621~J88711438965 
3.6860901853561878 3.6860901744812939 
1 • 8813165335076909 1.8813161139036281 
- 1. 5707963267948950 - 1 • 5707963267948950 
- 0 • 0000000000000036 0.0000000090911347 
3.875784585037/,655 3.8757850248005865 
0.0000000000000088 O. 0000119988859524 
0.0000000~8757593 
O* . . . .  
O* . . . . . . . . .  
0. ~-------~:, 13109601 
0. ~;~-_ - - _~131~ 
O . ~ S  
0.0 C~-_  --_--_--_ -'_, 188349 
0. --0000000--- 189366453 
0.00"- - 'X'--~'--  ~ .  964146 
0. _0000~____213109601 
0.00000013180~082 
0.~757593 
O.O0OO00379978O881 
0.0000000003008213 
0 . ~ 7 7  
0. (Xv~000535027060 
0.0000011071768080 
O. 0000000007614538 
0. oooooooo'r32911d)2 
0.0oo0oo15485o8588 
0.0000041779234940 
O. 00000008M~059811 
O. 0000038725107684 
0.0000983767~77656 
